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Try a short story or a quick read

Ages 0-7

*Octonauts: The eel ordeal and other stories*

*Ballet stories* by David Angus

*Puffin Book of Five-minute Stories* by Samantha Bond, Sophie Aldred, Christopher Timothy

*The Quentin Blake and John Yeoman collection* by Quentin Blake, John Yeoman

*The Puffin book of five-minute animal stories* illustrated by Steve Cox

*Spike says and other stories* by Julia Donaldson

*Silly races and other stories* by Roderick Hunt

*An alphabet of stories* by Oliver Jeffers

*Just so stories for little children* by Rudyard Kipling retold by Anna Milbourne, Rosie Dickins and Rob Lloyd Jones

*Winnie the Pooh* by AA Milne *

*The buried moon and other magical stories* compiled by Vic Parker

*My favourite fairy tales* retold and illustrated by Tony Ross

*The Captain Pugwash comic book collection* by John Ryan

*Horton and the Kwuggerbug and more lost stories* by Dr. Seuss

*Stories for a fragile planet* by Kenneth Steven

A * indicates the title is available in more than one format.

For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue.
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Junior

Fiction

*Under the weather: stories about climate change* edited by Tony Bradman.

*Sammy and the starman* by Anne Cassidy

*The dragon’s hoard: stories from the Viking Sagas* by Lari Don

*Blackberry Blue and other fairy tales* by Jamila Gavin

*The incredible adventures of Professor Branestawm* by Norman Hunter

*Tales from Earthsea* by Ursula Le Guin

*The Pound of the Baskervilles & other mysteries for you to solve* by Sally Morgan

*Greatest magical stories* edited by Michael Morpurgo

*The case of the movie set mischief and other mysteries* by Liam O'Donnell, Michael Cho

*Auggie & me: three Wonder stories* by R.J. Palacio

*The house of the cats and other traditional tales from Europe* by Maggie Pearson

*Giants, trolls, witches, beasts: ten tales from the deep, dark woods* by Craig Phillips

*The witch’s vacuum cleaner and other stories* by Terry Pratchett

*Twisted tales* by Richard Tulloch

*Fairy tales: the villain's version* by Kaye Umansky

*Paws and whiskers* edited by Jacqueline Wilson

Non-Fiction

*Cool Cars* by John Foster

*Revolting Records* by Anne Rooney
A * indicates the title is available in more than one format.
For these titles and many more great reads, search the library catalogue.
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**Young Adult**

**Short Stories**

*Free?: stories celebrating human rights* edited by Amnesty International

*Here I stand* edited by Amnesty International UK *

*Half a creature from the sea: a life in stories* by David Almond *

*All in the family: stories that hit home* by Tony Bradman

*Give me shelter: stories about children who seek asylum* edited by Tony Bradman

*The wonderful story of Henry Sugar and six more* by Roald Dahl.

*Next* edited by Keith Gray

*Scared to death* by Anthony Horowitz.

**Quick Reads**

*Alien* by Tony Bradman

*Text game* by Kate Cann

*The cold heart of summer* by Alan Gibbons *

*Lark* by Anthony McGowan

*The front room* by Michelle Magorian

*The gun* by Bali Rai

*Firebird* by Elizabeth Wein

A * indicates the title is available in more than one format.

For these titles and many more great reads, search the [library catalogue](#).
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Adult

Short Stories

*Roar* by Cecelia Ahern
*Last writes* by Catherine Aird
*Otherworld Secrets* by Kelley Armstrong
*Glimpses of the unknown: lost ghost stories* edited by Mike Ashley.
*From the depths and other strange tales of the sea* edited by Mike Ashley.
*Dead Simple* edited by Harry Bingham
*Trouble in mind* by Jeffrey Deaver
*Uncommon Type* by Tom Hanks
*The Anniversary* edited by Veronica Henry
*The cotton lass and other stories* by Anna Jacobs
*That was a shiver and other stories* by James Kelman
*Men without women* Haruki Murakami
*The bone collection* by Kathy Reichs
*New suns: original speculative fiction by people of color* edited by Nisi Shawl
*Public Library and other stories* by Ali Smith
*Complete Short Stories* by Muriel Spark

Quick Reads

*Clouded Vision* by Linwood Barclay
*Full House* by Maeve Binchy
*Six Foot Six* by Kit de Waal
*Dead Man Talking* by Roddy Doyle
*Pictures or it Didn’t Happen* by Sophie Hannah
*Quantum of Tweed* by Conn Iggulden
*Wrong Time Wrong Place* by Simon Kernick
*The Beach Wedding* by Dorothy Koomson
*Finger Food* by Helen Lederer
*The Cleverness of Ladies* by Alexander McCall Smith
*One False Move* by Dreda Say Mitchell
*Paris for One* by Jojo Moyes
*Bloody Valentine* by James Patterson
*All these Lonely People* by Gervaise Phinn

A * indicates the title is available in more than one format.

For these titles and many more great reads, search the [library catalogue](#).